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2020
International Hedgelaying Event 

6-8 March, Boxmeer (Netherlands)

Introduction

The Heg & Landschap Foundation cordially invites hedgelayers - and their representatives - from 
all over Europe to join the 2020 International Hedgelaying Event in the Netherlands.

Hedgelaying is a centuries old, beautiful craft widely practiced in various European countries until 
the introduction of barbed wire some 100 years ago. In Germany and the Netherlands it is official-
ly recognized as intangible, cultural heritage. Hedgelaying is, however, far more than an agricultural 
remnant of the past. We are facing an unprecedented decline in biodiversity, the climate is changing 
and our environments and health are threatened. The preservation and planting of shrubs and trees 
are increasingly recognized as absolutely essential in addressing these threats, and - in all modesty 
- hedgelaying may play a stimulating role. It is about shrubs and trees – planting and management – 
and making people enthusiastic and involving them in the care of their nature and landscape. Also the 
transition of agriculture incorporating shrubs and trees will increasingly become important. 

However, the potential role of hedgelaying is not at all matched by the extent to which it is currently 
practiced. It is fair to say that only in the United Kingdom there are still a substantial number of hedge-
layers. In a number of countries hedgelaying is practiced at a minor scale or no longer practiced, oc-
curring in some cases just very recent. A hopeful sign is that in some countries the craft is picked up 
again by a new generation of hedgelayers.

We therefore urgently call upon all hedgelayers from as many European countries as possible to get to 
know each other, discuss the role and future of our craft, decide on how to help each other in achiev-
ing our goals and of course, and to have fun and lay hedges together. 

The 2020 International Hedgelaying Event is part of a series of international events that started in 2012 
with the Hedgerow Future’s conference in Stoke-on-Trent (UK), which was followed in 2013 by the 
Hands-on-hedges conference in Bemmel, the Netherlands and a conference/hedgelaying demonstra-
tion in Bailleul, France in 2018. Hedgelayers came together to demonstrate each other and the general 
public their techniques in France in 2011 (Boursay) and 2019 (Bressuires). Since 2006 annual hedgelay-
ing championships with international participants are being held in the Netherlands. 

The aim of the 3-day 2020 event – which will bring together an international group of 50-70 hedge-
layers – is to secure the future of our craft through international cooperation and the promotion of 
its benefits. The current situation and developments of hedgelaying in various countries will be pre-
sented, we will elaborate an agenda of joint activities and establish an international network. We will 
visit two hedgerow landscapes in which hedgerows fulfil different roles. On Sunday 8 March we will 
demonstrate our skills at the 15th National championship hedgelaying (NK Maasheggenvlechten). This 
event will be attended by thousands of visitors. 
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We aim at an informal and relaxed event – though focussed and well structured - bringing together a 
broad array of people with respect to experience, techniques practised, cultural background, age and 
gender.

Objectives

Our ambition is that hedgelaying will be a strong and well known craft in as many European countries 
as possible.

Our first steps and hence our objectives of our event will be: 
• To exchange experiences and formulate activities on:

 – The importance of hedgelaying in current time
 – Communicating of the relevance and urgency of hedgelaying
 – Involving more people in hedgelaying, in particular young people;

• Demonstrate to Dutch hedgelayers and the general public the variety of hedgelaying practices in 
Europe;

• Introduce our European colleagues to Dutch hedgerow landscapes and hedgelaying activities;
• Establish an international network of hedgelaying organisations stimulating and coordinating Euro-

pean cooperation to preserve and further develop the craft, including setting the date for the next 
meeting.

International participants

Our aim is to have all countries in which hedgelaying is still practised or has just recently been aban-
doned to be represented. Apart from the Netherlands these countries involve: Germany, Belgium, 
France, Ireland, United Kingdom, Switzerland and Austria.

Participants should preferably be (have been) active hedgelayers, representing a range of hedgelaying 
styles. We encourage the participation of hedgelayers who are involved in promoting the craft, in train-
ing a new generation of hedgelayers and/or are active in landscape management and conservation. 

The diversity in participants may pose the challenge of language barriers. English will be the language 
of the event. We will provide translation services French-English, English-French. During field trips we 
will organise translation services in an informal manner.
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Programme

Thursday, March 5 – arrival foreign participants

Afternoon – evening
Arrival, registration

Dinner and informal evening

Friday, March 6 

Morning programme
Location morning programme: Sint Agatha monastery, Kloosterlaan 24, 5435 XD Sint Agatha 

• Welcome address by mayor of the city of Boxmeer and president Heg & Landschap foundation 
• Introduction participants
• Country presentations 

Themes: current state and development of hedgelaying, number of hedgelayers, regional distribu-
tion, existence of hedgelaying organisations, constraints, perspectives/dreams for the future. 

Lunch 

Afternoon programme
First field visit: The Maasheggen (regional hedgerow landscape the Maasheggen) 
• Introduction Maasheggen UNESCO-biosphere area 
• Cycling tour 

Get to know Netherlands most extensive hedgerow region. Subjects to be addressed during the 
tour include hedgerow management, hedgelaying, biodiversity, cultural heritage, water manage-
ment in times of climate change in the floodplains. 

Evening programme
Location evening programme: Onder de Panne, Oeffeltseweg 26, 5835 BC Beugen 

Dinner
• Wrap up of the day
• Information market: publications, films, posters, flyers, … 

Evening ambiance, drinks

Saturday, March 7 

Morning programme 
Second field visit: Hedges and agricultural transition - Bemmel 
• Travel to Bemmel, breakfast
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• Introduction into the role of (laid) hedges in agricultural transition
• Guided walk, Doornik estate. Themes to be addressed: hedges-hedgelaying-stimulating biodiversity,  

species composition, hedges as food producers, promoting hedges
• Return trip to Onder de Panne, Beugen

Lunch 

Afternoon programme
• Wrap up of morning programme
• Discussion (groups, plenary) on key issues of the event 
• Conclusions
• Establishment of international hedgelaying network

Dinner 

Cultural evening

Sunday, March 8 – the National championship Hedgelaying

Location: Floodplain at Beugen (1 km from the hotel accommodation)

Hedgelaying event
While competition takes place, teams from different countries demonstrate their hedgelaying skills 
and styles, laying a hawthorn hedge. Country representatives are invited to answer questions and in-
form the public. To this end there are marquees where they can show posters, booklets etc . Thousands 
of visitors and ample media attention are expected. Lunch is taken care of. There will be a ceremony at 
the start and/or at the price giving ceremony in which our guests will be presented to the audience. 
Hedgelayers are requested to bring their own tools. 

Dinner and farewell 
at the guesthouse (Onder de Panne)

Informal evening programme 
for those who depart on Monday morning
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Rooms and venues

Rooms
We have reserved 11 rooms at a guesthouse called De Vilt in the village if Beugen, municipality Box-
meer. The rooms contain several beds. We suggest 2 persons share a room (3 is easily possible). Staying 
at the guesthouse is free of charge (see Registration and Fees). The guesthouse has large sitting rooms 
and a professional kitchen to prepare e.g. breakfast. The conference accommodation used on Thurs-
day afternoon and Friday afternoon and evening is located at 600 meters from the guesthouse. The 
competition terrain on Sunday is only 1,5 km from the guesthouse. We would advocate the foreign 
participants to stay during the event at the guesthouse: Guesthouse De Vilt: Laag Werveld 9, 5835 CP 
Beugen, The Netherlands. 

Hotel accommodation is available in Boxmeer, 6 km south of Beugen.

Venues
• Friday morning: Sint Agatha Monastry, Kloosterlaan 24, 5435 XD Sint Agatha. Sint Agatha monas-

tery is located 6 km from Beugen;
• Friday afternoon: cycling tour. Starting in and returning to Sint Agatha. Bicycles will be available to 

all participants. Please inform us if you are not able to cycle;
• Friday evening: Conference room Onder de Panne, Oeffeltseweg 26, 5835 BC Beugen. This confer-

ence room is located at about 500 meters from the guesthouse; 

• Saturday morning: Conference room de Veldschuur, Sportstraat 1m, Bemmel. Guided walk at 
Doornik estate (at 2 km from de Veldschuur); 

• Saturday afternoon and evening: Conference room Onder de Panne, Oeffeltseweg 26, 5835 BC 
Beugen. This conference room is located at about 500 meters from the guesthouse; 

• Sunday morning and afternoon: Championship terrain (floodplain of river Meuse at Beugen) locat-
ed at 500 meter from the guesthouse; 

• Sunday evening: Guesthouse De Vilt: Laag Werveld 9, 5835 CP Beugen, The Netherlands.

Travelling
The place of venue, Beugen (municipality of Boxmeer) is easily accessible by car.
 
Arriving by car or train 
You can plan your route by car or by public transport. 
Those travelling by train can be collected at the railway station of Boxmeer. However, the organisation 
should be informed on your time of arrival a week in advance. 

Arriving by plane 
The biggest airport in the Netherlands is Schiphol. Trains run to Boxmeer with a stopover in Nijmegen. 
The journey takes 2 hours. Tickets are sold at the counters in the hall.  The closest airports to Boxmeer 
are Dusseldorf Weeze Airport and Eindhoven airport.
 
More information on travelling
Travelling by train: www.ns.nl 
Journey planner: www.9292.nl 
Route by car: www.routeplanner.nl

https://groepsaccommodatiedevilt.nl/particulier
https://groepsaccommodatiedevilt.nl/particulier
https://www.kloostersintagatha.nl/
http://www.gasterijonderdepanne.nl
https://www.lingewaardnatuurlijk.nl/veldschuur/informatie-boekingen-en-adres-veldschuur
http://www.doorniknatuurakkers.nl/
http://www.gasterijonderdepanne.nl
https://groepsaccommodatiedevilt.nl/particulier
https://www.google.nl/maps/dir/51.8519887,5.8592229/Lindenberg+huis+voor+de+kunsten,+Ridderstraat+23,+6511+TM+Nijmegen/@51.8469452,5.8641045,16z/data=!4m8!4m7!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x47c70845ea00cadd:0x88fda658ba1277cb!2m2!1d5.868623!2d51.8477777?dcr=0
https://9292.nl/en
https://www.schiphol.nl/en/
https://www.ns.nl/
https://airport-weeze.com/en
https://www.eindhovenairport.nl/en
http://www.ns.nl/
http://www.9292.nl/
http://www.routeplanner.nl/
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Registration and fees

To register follow this REGISTRATION link. Please download the digital registration form, open the 
PDF in Adobe Reader, fill it in and click the submit button at the bottom of the form.

The conference fee is € 150 to be paid upon confirmation of your registration. Participants are expect-
ed to participate the full three days. Staying at the guesthouse (minimum of 2 persons/room) is free 
of charge. The registration fees include breakfasts, lunches, dinners, field tours and proceedings of the 
event. No refund for cancellations after February 15th.

Those who will not stay at the guesthouse are requested to make their own hotel reservation. 

Organisation and sponsors
 

The 2020 International hedgelaying event is organised by the Heg & Landschap (Hedge & Landscape) 
foundation. It is supported by the municipality of Boxmeer and the foundation Landschapsbeheer 
Boxmeer. The event is sponsored by the municipality of Boxmeer.

Guide for presentation submission
 

At day 1 a representative of every country will present a brief state of the art on hedgelaying in its 
country. To use our limited time as efficient as possible the organisation will contact participants from 
each country, find out who will deliver a short presentation and provide an outline for the presenta-
tions. This will occur early February. 

https://www.hegenlandschap.nl/hegenlandschap/_sitefiles/file/international-hedgelaying-event-2020_form.pdf
https://www.boxmeer.nl/
http://www.maasheggen.nl/slabox/
http://www.maasheggen.nl/slabox/
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Contact

Stichting Heg & Landschap (foundation Hedge & Landscape) 
www.hegenlandschap.nl
info@hegenlandschap.nl
+31 6 20 52 24 88
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